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SMALL BUSINESS BC
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A CELEBRATION OF RESILIENCY
We believe now, more than ever, is a time to celebrate our small business heroes. This year,
entrepreneurs have found themselves suffering immediate and far-reaching impacts as a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Throughout it all, we have been inspired by the resiliency and
adaptability they have shown to not only survive, but thrive. In that same spirit, Small Business
BC’s 18th Annual SBBC Awards is adapting to our current reality, delivering a unique and
unprecedented virtual awards program that celebrates their achievements and showcases the
many inspiring stories happening around our province. While things may look a little different this
year, we are determined to deliver our usual high profile, prestigious experience where everyone
can participate and share in each other’s successes, safely.
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Starting January 2021
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A multi month nomination and judging period to engage all the businesses and 		
communities across the province
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A virtual / recorded pitch and judging experience from contenders across the province
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Celebratory streamed / broadcast event
Post celebration marketing campaigns extending attention and time to the businesses
and sponsors
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This year, Small Business BC has pioneered a range of innovative COVID-19 resources and
supports. Our community have responded, helping us reach the 2.5 million page view mark by
September 1. In line with the value we bring to our clients, we are determined to deliver value
to the nominees, communities and sponsors who join us on this journey. We are looking for
forward-thinking sponsors who believe in the goals and vision of our awards program, and are
passionate about celebrating the small business champions who provide essential services in our
communities. Ways to sponsor or support us include:

